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MITSURU U C H I Y A M A 
1. Let 0 bean nXn matrix over the Hardy space H°° on the circle, rt being 
a fixed natural number. Such a matrix is called inner if 0(e") is unitary a.e.t. 
Associated with an inner matrix 0 are a Hilbert space § ( 0 ) and an operator S(0) 
defined by 5)(0)=H*Q0H* and S{Q)h=Pe{yh) (A £§(©)), where H* is the 
Hardy space of n dimensional (column) vector valued functions, Pe is the projection 
from Hi onto $ ( 0 ) , and x(eit)=ei'. Any contraction T of class C0(m) with 
m^n (i.e. Tk-*0, T*k~+0 as and rank ((1 — T* J)1'2) = rank ((1 — TT*)1/2) = 
=m) is unitarily equivalent to S(0) with a suitable inner nXn matrix 0 (see [5]). 
A subspace £ of a Hilbert space § is said to be hyperinvariant for an operator 
T on § if it is invariant for all operators on § that commute with T. Operators 
7i on and T2 on § 2 are said to be quasi-similar if. there are quasi-affinities (i.e. 
operators with zero kernel and dense range) X from to § 2 and Y from § 2 
to such that XTx = T2X and T1Y=YTZ. 
Theorem 1. Lei 0 and <P be inner matrices over H°°. If S(0) and S(<£) 
are quasi-similar, then there exist quasi-affinities X from §>(0) to 5)(<P) and Y 
from §($) to §(0) such that 
(i) XS(0) = S(<P)X and S(0) Y= YS(4>), 
(ii) the correspondences <p:£->-X2 and ij/: 9JI -«- establish an isomorphism 
from the lattice J 6 of hyperinvariant subspaces for 5 (0 ) onto the lattice J $ for 
S(<P), and its inverse, i[/:=<p~1. 
Proof . The hypothesis of quasi-similarity implies that for 
(1) . ?(£) .= V-{Zfl|ZS(0) = S(*)Z} 
z 
belongs to J,» (cf. [3], p. 108). By one of the MOORE-NORDGREN theorems ([1], [2]) 
the quasi-similarity of S(0) and S(<P) implies that there exist matrices A, A', A, 
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and A' each of whose determinants is relatively prime to the determinants of 0 
and 4>, and such that 
(2) A0 = <PA and 0A' = A'<P. • 
Define the operator X from § ( 0 ) to §(i>) and Y from § ( $ ) to § ( 0 ) by 
(3) Xh = P0Ah (fc €§(©)) and Yg = PeA'g (g€ §(<*>)). 
Relation (2) guarantees condition (i), and A', y are quasi-affinities (see [2]). Take 
an arbitrary 2 in the lattice and let 2' = q> (2). By a well-known theorem ([5]) 
the (hyper-) invariance of 2 and 2' implies the existence of inner matrices 0 1 ; 
0 2 , and over H°° satisfying 
(4) 0 = 0 2 0 ! and <i> = 
and 
(5) 2 = 02(H2Q01H2) and 2'^^iH^Q^H2)., 
By the definition (1) of <p(2) we have X2Q(p(£) = 2'. On the other hand, since 
YZ commutes with S(0) for every Z occurring in (1), hyperinvariance of 2 for 
5 ( 0 ) implies YZ2Q2, and therefore Y2'=Y(p{2)Q2. Now the inclusions 
X2Q2' and Y2'Q2, and relations (2)-(5) imply A02H2Q^2H2 and 
<=02Hl; whence we deduce the exisctence of matrices A and B over H°° such that 
(6) A0 2 = 4>2A and A'<P2 = 02B. 
Thus it follows that $2AB=AA' <P2, and hence, 
(7) det A ' d e t B — det A • det A'. 
Since det A • det A' is relatively prime to det <£, (7) implies that det A is relatively 
prime to det hence to det <P±. To prove 2'=X2 suppose that f£2'QX2. 
Then, again using (2)-(5), we see that / is orthogonal to A02H*, and hence to 
4>2AHn2, by (6). Moreover, (5) implies f=$2g for some g^H2Q<P1H2. Then for 
every h $ H l 
0 = ( / A02h) = (<P2g, $2Ah) = (g, Ah). 
Since det A is relatively prime to d e t ^ l 5 AH* and $xH* span the whole H%. 
This implies g=0, hence / = 0 , proving 2'=X2. The relation 2=~Y2'= YX2 
is proved in a similar way. This completes the proof. 
Coro l l a ry 2. Let 0, <P, X and Y be as in Theorem 1, and 2 a hyperinvariant 
subspace for 5(0) . If 
««-[o ¡] " sw = [o Si\ 
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are the triangulations corresponding to the decompositions 
§ ( 0 ) = £©£J- and §(<i>) = 
respectively, then Sx and S2 are quasi-similar to S^ and S'2, respectively. 
P r o o f . For the quasi-similarity of and S"i, use the quasi-affinities 
and F|X£. Relation (6) implies that S(02) and S(<P2) are quasi-similar. S2 and 
S2 are unitarily equivalent to S(02) and S(<t>2), respectively (see [5]). 
2. A normal matrix M over H°° is, by definition, of the form 
M = diag (mlt m2, ..., mn), 
where, for each i, mt is a scalar inner function and >ni_1 is a divisor of mi (m0=1). 
The operator S(M) induced by a normal matrix M is called a Jordan operator. 
By the SZ.-NAGY—FOIA§ theorem [ 4 ] every operator S(0) with inner 0 is quasi 
similar to a Jordan operator. Therefore on the basis of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 
the subsequent discussions will be confined to the case of Jordan operators. 
Theorem 3. Let M be a normal matrix over . A subspace £ of § (M) 
is hyperinvariant for S(M) if and only if there are normal matrices 
0 = diag («!, . . . , u„) and $ = diag v„) 
satisfying 
(8) M=01> and 2 = 0{H*Q<!>H*). 
P roo f . By the lifting theorem ([5] p. 258) for every operator X on §(M), 
commuting with S{M), there is a matrix A over H°° satisfying 
(9) Xh = PMAh (he§>(M)) and AMHl ^ MH*. 
The latter condition is equivalent to the existence of a matrix A over H°° satisfying 
( 1 0 ) AM = MA. 
Conversely every matrix A over H°° that is accompanied with a matrix A satisfying 
(10) induces an operator X on §(M), commuting with S(M), by the first part of (9). 
Suppose that £ is of the form (8). To prove the hyperinvariance of £ for 
S(M), it suffices to show the invariance of £ for the operator X defined by (9). 
The existence of A satisfying (10) implies that if i=~j then the inner function mj1mi 
is a divisor of the Auj that is the (/,7)-th entry of A. Since 0 and <t> are normal 
matrices with M=0$, for i>j the inner function uj1ui is a divisor of m~1mi, 
hence a divisor of AUj. This gaurantees the existence of a matrix A' over 
satisfying 
(11) A0 = 0A', 
and consequently the invariance of £ for A'. 
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Suppose conversely that fi is hyperinvariant for S(M). Let P( be the orthogo-
nal projection from §(M) onto the /-th component space. Since P, commutes 
with S(M), the hyperinvariance of £ implies that 
fl = / , 1 £ © . . . © P n f i 
and each P ffi is an invariant subspace for S(mt). By the Beurling theorem there 
are inner divisors W; and d,- of mt satisfying 
(12) m, = u,v, and Pt2 = u^H^QViH2). 
Set 0=diag (ul, ..., ti„) and i>=diag (vlt ..., v„), then 0 and <P satisfy (8). 
It remains to prove the normality of 0 and To this end, take the matrix A 
over H°° whose (/,y)-th entry Auj is defined by 
¿¡j = 1 0 = j ) and A,j = mj 1 m i (i > ; ) • 
Clearly there exists a matrix A over H°° satisfying (10). The hyperinvariance of 2 
implies the existence of a matrix A' satisfying (11). This means if / < / then ut 
is a divisor of Uj and is a divisor of m~1mj. The former condition guarantees 
the normality of 0 while the latter does the normality of <P. This completes the 
proof. 
Coro l l a ry 4. Lei M be a normal matrix over H°°, and 2ls 22 subspaces of 
§>(M) hyperinvariant for S(M). If 5(M)|£X is quasi-similar to S(M)|£2 then 
fij = fi2. 
Proo f . Take the normal matrices <9; and <i; (i = l ,2) satisfying (8) with 
0 ; , <t>i and 2t in place of 0, 0 and 2, respectively. Since S(<P,) is unitarily 
equivalent to S ^ M ) ^ , it follows that <P1 = <P2- This implies that 0 1 = 0 a and 
£ j = fi2. This completes the proof. 
Recall that the minimal function ms of an operator S of class C0(N) is defined 
as the greatest common inner divisor of all inner functions m for which m(S)=0. 
If S(M) with normal matrix M=diag ..., mn) is the Jordan model of S then 
the minimal function ms coincides with m„. The minimal function is preserved 
under quasi-similarity. 
Coro l l a ry 5. Let M be a normal matrix over H". If 2 is a subspace of 
$>(M) hyperinvariant for S= S(M), then 
(13) ms = mSl • mS2, 
[S1! *1 
where the operators S± and S2 are defined by the triangulation I cor-Lo s2 j 
responding to the decomposition §(Af)=£©2J-
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P roo f . Take normal matrices 0 and 4> over H°° satisfying (8). Since S(<t>) 
and S(0) are unitarily equivalent to and S2, respectively, it follows that mSj = 
= v„ and mSi=un, which implies (13). 
R e m a r k . In the above situation m s = m s ^ m s i for an arbitrary invariant 
subspace £ if and only if M=diag (1, ..., 1, m„).~ 
3. When m is a scalar inner function, for the operator S(m) the invariance of 
a subspace is equivalent to its hyperinvariance. The lattice J m of all (hyper-) invariant 
subspaces is totally ordered if and only if m is of the form 
according as dim $$(m)=n or dim § (m) = (cf. [5] p. 136). This can be generalized 
to the case of inner matrices. 
Theorem 6. Let M be a normal matrix over H°° and d im§(M) = °°. The 
lattice J M of hyperinvariant subspaces for S(M) is totally ordered if and only if 
m„ is of the form (15) and each w; coincides with either 1 or mn. 
Proof . By Theorem 3 the total orderedness of the lattice J M is equivalent to 
the condition that if normal matrices 0 ; ( /=1,2) are (left) divisors of M such 
that 0XXM and 021M are normal too, then one of 01 and 0 2 is a (left) divisor 
of the other. Suppose that JM is totally ordered. Take arbitrary inner divisors u 
and v of m„, and set ui=uAml and vi=vt\mi (aAb denotes the greatest com-
mon inner divisor of a and b). Then the normal matrices 0X and 02 defined by 
0X = diag u) and 02 = diag (vx, v2, ...,v„^1, v), 
are (left) divisors of M and 0J~lM ( /=1,2) is a normal matrix over H°°. The 
divisibility of 02 by 0X or 0 t by 0 2 implies that one of u and v is a divisor 
of the other. The arbitrariness of u and v implies that mn is of the form (15) 
because dim i j (M) = °° implies dim §>(mn) = There exists an mt such that 
mr~imi=es (1 =i=n). In fact if any m^mi is not equal to es, then there exists / 
and j such that 1 ml'_}1mi=ea ( j > a > 0 ) mJ±lmJ=eb ( j > 6 > 0 ) and 
a+b^s. Now set c and d so that 0 < c S a , 0<d^b and Consider the 
normal matrices and Q2 defined by 
(14) 
or of the form 
(15) 
ß j = diag(l , . . . , 1, ec,..., ec) and Q2 = diag(l , . . . , 1, ed,..., ed). 
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Clearly fi, is a (left) divisor of M and fir1 M is a normal matrix. By Theorem 3, 
the subspace Ü1H^®H2M and Q2H*QH*Mare hyperinvariant for S(M), but any 
one of them is not included in the other, a contradiction. Consequently 
M = d i a g ( l , ..., l , e s , ...,es). 
The "only if" part follows from the next lemma. 
L e m m a 7. Let the operator V on fj0 be unicellular, i.e. let the lattice of all 
invariant subspaces for V be totally ordered. Then for anyfinite direct sum T= V®... 
...®V, acting on ô=§0 ©... © §0, the lattice of all hyperinvariant subspaces for T is 
totally ordered. 
P r o o f . Let Pi be a projection from § to the z'-th component space. For 
any subspace £ of § hyperinvariant for T, as in the proof of Theorem 3, we have 
£ = £ I ® £ 2 ® •••©£„> where 2t=P(2. The operator D2, which causes inter-
hchange of the first component with the second one for each vector, commutes with T, 
hence D22Q2. This implies that £ 2 ^ £ 1 , £ 1 ^ £ 2 and hence £J = £ 2 . 
Similarly we have 21 = 2i. Thus for arbitrary hyperinvariant subspaces £ and 
£ ' for T we have £=*>!©...©.Cj. and £ ' = £ í ® . . . © £ í . Since £x and are 
invariant for V, it follows that £ j Q 2[ or Thus we have £ Q 2' or 
£' Я 2. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor T. Ando for his constant 
encouragement. 
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